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Virtual career fair: COMPITO 2021
The Training and Placement Cell of SLC University of Delhi conducted its 1st Virtual fair on
16th and 17th March 2021. It witnessed incredible participation of students to be a part of and
apply for this fair across University. In today’s active world, where a student is facing a
head-to-head competition, which has the potential to be the next big shot in his/her field, but
due to inadequacy of correct knowledge and difficulty due to this pandemic it can be a waste.
Training and placement cell of SLC has come up with a platform for where we act as a chain
between a lot of reputed companies as well as those students. Providing this kind of platform
where the students of various branches can present themselves to the companies of their
choice and can realize their potential in this industrial road. It targets giving an equivalent
opportunity to all the participants. We assure that students get a polished experience in this
fair as well as they get placed too.
The event witnessed the registration of more than180student candidates from our college and
various other colleges. A great deal of enthusiasm among final year students could be seen.
The proactive students came forward with their queries regarding companies and placement
procedures, making it an interactional event. Students were helped by the members to
register for the event and receive information on various activities conducted by the
Placement Cell and in drafting standard resumes as well. The students were interviewed for
diverse profiles ranging from fashion consultant to marketing as well as sales. It was made
sure that all the students could make use of the lucrative placement drive and get an equal
opportunity to secure an interview round with the companies present at the fair. Many
students showcased their talents which different potential recruiting companies sought to
explore and utilize. And graduates were able to find placement in various public- sector,
private-sector and other institutions during the event. The two-day interview procedure- 16th
and 17th March 2021 was made successful by the healthy competition and overwhelming
participation of students receiving encouraging feedback from the recruiters.

LIST OF COMPANIES PARTICIPATED:
1. HUPLUS: Huplus market innovation Pvt Ltd
2. COMPRABAY: Online grocery and Daily Essentials
3. BYJU’S: Multinational educational technology and online tutoring firm
4. YOUNG ENGINE: Young India, Youth community
5. SAPIO ANALYTICS: Sapio Analytics, Database and Management Company
6. RVS: RVS informatics IT pvt ltd.
7. TEJAS READERS: Online education through skill development courses.
8. LIDO: Live Interactive Online Classes
9. BLITZJOBS: Employment for everyone
10. UNNATI: The Knowledge hub for Civil Aspirants
11. ZYBA SALON: new way to experience your old salon
12. HAREEN

The event was attended by 188 students.

